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In Entrepreneurship Development, 
the answer took several years to 
develop, eventually becoming 

revolutionary, and later called itself 
CEFE. Rainer Kolshorn and his small 
team in Nepal developed a concept 
of little-known and even less applied 
key elements: Experiential Learn-
ing (David Kolb) as a method and 
Achievement Motivation (David Mc-
Clelland) as content. Trainers were no 
longer owners of the knowledge and 
masters of the classroom but facili-
tators of learning. Learning should 
be fun. Today, this is state of the art 
in adult education. Start-up training 
no longer consists in memorizing a 
business plan and copying business 
ideas, but in developing entrepre-
neurial skills, applicable start-up ide-
as, and practical management skills.

Within 18 years, CEFE conquered 
the world. In this time over 12,000 
CEFistas (CEFE Facilitators) have 
been qualified in more than 140 
countries. It found many imitators, 
the most notable ILO and IFC – par-
tially even GIZ. When financing by 
the BMZ expired in 2003, GTZ (now 
GIZ) did not see its own opportu-
nity to continue to manage CEFE 
International, the network of CEFE 
actors and the CEFE concept. Rainer 
Kolshorn went into early retirement, 
assumed the CEFE management and 
continued to work independently. 
He focussed on a website as a dis-
cussion platform, a database, and 
conveying information about CEFE.

After Rainer’s sudden death on Jan-
uary 6, 2008, GIZ outsourced CEFE 
International to me. Two goals were 
immediately at the forefront: ac-
tivation of national and regional 
networks and creation of a basis for 
financial sustainability. In 2012, Mar-
linde Baerenz joined as a partner 

and managing director. The work ca-
pacity was more than doubled, new 
ideas for CEFE and management met 
with old, sometimes rusty experi-
ences. And constantly a great team 
of employees and 15 authorized 
partners’ around the world emerged.

We consider CEFE International 
something quite unique, on 3 
levels:

• a consulting firm that generates 
the necessary revenues and contri-
bution margins,

• a social business that uses the sur-
pluses for the CEFE development, 
and

• a worldwide network that gains its 
identity through CEFE.

15 regional and 1 global confer-
ence later, the network is more 
active than ever. 15 Facebook 
groups are constantly exchanging 
ideas, 3,335 users on CEFE Interna-
tional facebook fanpage. Modules 
for many new application areas have 
been developed, a new certification 
system and minimum standards for 
the qualification of facilitators are 
adopted by the CEFistas worldwide 
- all voluntarily and self-financing.

Ten years after Rainer’s death and 
founding of CEFE International as 
a social business, this brief review 
seemed important to us. The CEFE 
Panorama provides an insight into 
CEFE activities around the world, 
as well as an outlook on trends.

The view into the next years feels 
positive and motivating. The de-
mand for CEFE training is grow-
ing, at local and international level. 
Coaching is gaining importance; 
the clients discover follow-up ser-

vices as important elements of 
their support. The further devel-
opment of CEFE into lean start-
up and growth is in full swing.

CEFE is an effective tool for migra-
tion in its various forms: refugees, 
returnees, economic migrants. It 
works more and more in rural ar-
eas. It offers solutions for peace-
keeping and crisis management. 
It promotes significant B2B coop-
eration on a national and interna-
tional level. It is entering school, 
vocational and higher education.

We need to focus more on digitali-
sation - CEFE faces a challenge, as 
it did in the mid-1980s: to develop 
an innovative approach that tru-
ly facilitates participatory learning, 
but now online, far beyond the cur-
rent commonly applied functions 
of case studies and multiple choice.

Regional and international cooper-
ation between CEFE actors for mar-
ket development are still far from 
exploiting the market potential. 

And finally: CEFE needs the gen-
eration change – new blood 
and brains as models, trac-
tive forces and CEFE managers.

Good to know: it will contin-
ue to be exciting, motivat-
ing, diverse and innovative.
 
We wish you all a successful 2019.

The CEFE story

Eberhard 
Bäerenz

Marlinde 
Bäerenz

Once upon a time, there was a 
development expert in a very old 
city in a small country. For his job he 
asked irritating questions: “Why do 
we call ourselves experts? Should 
we show people what to do and 

how? Do you learn in this way to 
become independent?“

>>

Editor ial
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China
In a second phase, CEFE International, together with 
trAIDe, continued to conduct tutoring sessions com-
bined with training inputs on project management. They 
also included the integration of the adjusted version of 
Canvas for the project coordinator. The tutor and trainer 
team supported the Chinese government representa-
tives to develop their cooperation projects with German 
partner institutions. Among others, the ideas consist-
ed of intern’s exchange programme and Chinese-Ger-
man technology parks in the automotive sectors.

Dec 17-Jun 18

Georgia
Continuing from being a part of the consulting pool of 
the Manager Training Programme that was financed 
by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Ener-
gy, the consortium CEFE International and Conoscope 
welcomed one more delegation from Georgia. 18 
managers and entrepreneurs were supported to 
arrange 72 B2B sessions with potential business part-
ners. A mix of a ten-week intensive preparation phase 
was concluded by a four-week schedule in Germa-
ny – consisting of excursions, trainings, tutoring, and 
individual B2Bs appointments.  This was organized 
mainly by CI. Further, CI organized two follow-up 
phases for the delegations from 2017 – Belarus and 
Russia. The results of the Russian delegation showed 
that already after one year 1.6 Mil € contract value 
was signed and in average each Russian representa-
tive is in active contact with two German companies. 

Feb 17-Dec 18

Tunisia / Libya
A team of CEFistas from Algeria, Morocco, and Tuni-
sia have developed and conducted a two-module 
programme, consisting of training and coaching, for 
Libyan male target group. The modules took place 
in Monastir and supported the integration of wom-
en in family business. In total, 18 business plans were 
developed, with a strong focus on the textile sector.

Jun-Dec 18

Iraq
Contracted by the Jiyan Foundation, CI has con-
ducted, with its Moroccan partner, a Forma-
tion of New Trainers. The projects support vul-
nerable communities in IDPs camps in Dohuk 
Governate. The newly formed trainers will support IDPs 
to sustain their livelihood through self-employment. 

Oct-Nov 18

Germany
CEFE International hosted the Global CEFE Confer-
ence in Cologne. They welcomed participants from 16 
countries. In memory of Rainer Kolshorn – the found-
er of CEFE – CEFistas from all over the world dis-
cussed trends in entrepreneurship promotion, new 
developments in CEFE, best practice of regional 
networking, and global certification system. 

Aug 18-self-financed

CEFE International's Project Portfolio 2018

Germany
Contracted by the International Delegation Team of GIZ 
in Berlin, CEFE International supported nine different 
GIZ programmes from abroad and within Germany, to 
organize delegations regarding logistics and programs. 

Oct 17-Oct 19

Albania
CEFE International in consortium with PEM Consult has 
won the second phase of the IDEA Business Plan Com-
petition in Albania, within the GIZ Programme ProSEED. 
Their leading goal is to train at least 1,000 beneficiaries, 
of which 200 should be returnees from the EU. In 2018, 
the team succeeded in finalizing the first business plan 
competition consisting of 460 participants and initiate 
a mentors’ club. Completely new formats of CEFE train-
ing will be applied, tested, monitored, and documented.

Nov 17-Oct 19

Pakistan
The GIZ programme ‘Support for Capacity Develop-
ment in the Criminal Investigative Services in Paki-
stan’ is a pivotal contribution to an improved perfor-
mance of the institutions in the criminal justice system, 
and thus, the rule of law in Pakistan, in particular in 
the provinces of Punjab and Sindh. Our task is to en-
hance the internal capacity development of the pro-
ject team in order to strengthen strategic planning 
capacities and to mentor staff members in planning 
processes. In 2018, CI made two missions to Pakistan.

Sept 17-Dec 18

Morocco
Within our consortium (leadership IFCA) in the pro-
gram PEDEL (promotion of economic and raw devel-
opment in disadvantaged areas), CI concluded the 
very intensive and comprehensive ToT-cycle for future 
trainers and advisers, covering development coopera-
tion, 2 ToT modules, Nucleus and business consulting. 
However, the process still lacks the conclusion of these 
very promising participants, because the planned 
coached training courses could not yet have been car-
ried out. Despite the disappointment, some of them 
are already implementing MSME-related CEFE courses.

Nov 15-Oct 18

Benin-Zambia
Within the special BMZ initiative ‘One World No Hun-
ger’, KfW and GIZ cooperate in developing innovative 
approaches for an improved access and better utiliza-
tion of financial products by the agricultural sector. As 
member of the consortium with AFC and GOPA, CI 
contributes to the elaboration, field testing, and finali-
zation of an innovative training package for ‘Farmer 
Investment Schools’. This includes a tailor-made train-
ing of trainers and the programming of an Excel-based 
support tool to facilitate financial calculations. Target 
countries of the pilot phase are Benin and Zambia. The 
approach starts rolling out, among others, in Cameroon. 

Jun 17-Apr 18
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Germany
The German Import Promotion Desk (IPD) has request-
ed the expertise of CI to be part of a working group, 
developing a manual on trade and supply chain 
finance. The manual will support SMEs and ser-
vice providers to develp the export strategy of for-
eign SMEs to Germany. The expert team consisted 
of representatives from SIPPO, CBI, ITC and Enable.

Aug-Nov 18

Germany
Two experts of CI became part of the trainer pool for 
AIZ, where they are implementing short training cours-
es on negotiation, presentation and moderation in 
the international context. Participants are staff mem-
bers from German development agencies and NGOs. 

Apr 18-Mar 19

Africa
Contracted by the GIZ, CI has conducted two B2B match-
making events in Abuja-Nigeria and Kigali-Rwanda. 
Within high-level international conferences on regen-
erative energy investments, these very participative 
matchmakings facilitate customized meetings between 
African and European institutional representatives, 
policymakers, financiers, and entrepreneurs to start 
negotiations on cooperation. In total, we were able to 
arrange more than 600 matches by using a sophisticat-
ed software and well-structured approach. Follow-up 
impact monitoring reveals that most of the partici-
pants are advancing with very promising business re-
lations and many of them regard the matchmaking as 
the principal value for participating in the conferences.

Apr 17-Jul 19 

Tajikistan
Parallel to an assignment for 3 upward-feedbacks to GIZ 
project managers, CI had the opportunity to discuss the 
potential of CEFE as an employment generating tool with-
in the programme ‘Towards Rural Inclusive Growth and 
Economic Resilience’ (TRIGGER). In November, two train-
ers from the Balkans then made a long journey to Kho-
rugh, a central but small town in the Pamir mountains – it 
needs 3 days to get there from Europe. They introduced, 
in cooperation with the AGA Khan Foundation, CEFE 
business training to a group of people living in very re-
mote areas. Participants were absolutely delighted. They 
never had participated in or experienced learning before. 

Jul-Nov 18 

Nigeria
Within the VET partnership programme of sequa, we 
evaluated one of the first of its kind which was the 
project in 3 provinces of Nigeria. It was amazing to 
see how the partnership between Nigerian associa-
tions and chambers, and the chamber of Gießen-Fried-
berg succeeded to introduce the dual approach of 
vocational training. After 2 times in 3 years the pro-
ject cannot be extended again, which is regrettable as 
the Nigerian partners at the state and national level is 
starting to adopt the approach at a much larger scale.

May-Aug 18

Turkey
Within the sequa VET partnership programme, the one 
in Turkey is special. It has by far the largest budget and 
initiated 11 sub-projects in 5 districts with 6 German 
and more than 15 Turkish partner organizations. The 
objective is to promote employability of Syrian refu-
gees and vulnerable Turkish groups and to help inte-
grate the refugees. The programme was evaluated at 
the end of the first phase. It managed to get relevant 
and tangible activities started in a very short time, de-
spite the coup in 2016, the complex structure, and the 
sensitive topic. In the districts, it is highly appreciated 
by local partners, authorities, and the beneficiaries. Tak-
ing into consideration that Turkey is hosting more than 
4,500,000 refugees, the programme might be seen as 
a drop in the bucket, but it shows a suitable way. We 
recommended to continue and amplify it significantly.

Aug-Nov 18

Africa 
Cross-sectional analysis
CI was assigned by sequa to take part in the 
cross-sectional analysis of the VET partnership 
programme that started in 2011 and comprises of 
30 projects. The focus will be put on Africa. The ob-
jectives are to analyse the unique approach of pro-
moting vocational educational qualification by part-
nership between private sector organizations in 
Germany and the partner countries. The study shall 
also make proposals to further develop the con-
cept. We look forward to the result with great tension.

Oct 18-Jun 19

Philippines
The success of the matchmaking sessions during confer-
ences on renewable energy is appreciated and CI got the 
first direct assignment to organize such sessions during 
the during the Philippines Mini-Grid B2B Forum in Sept. 
2018. 104 participants coming from 18 different countries 
used the possibility to establish business contacts with 
other participants, resulting into 182 bilateral meetings. 
90% of the respondents of our follow-up survey indicat-
ed that they were “satisfied” or even “very satisfied” with 
the B2B Matchmaking. 37% of the meetings resulted in 
an expected cooperation between the meeting partners.

Aug-Sept 18

Morocco
Concept development integration of refugees. For own 
initiative, our authorized partner REEM Moubadarat in 
Morocco and CI, plan to develop an approach for the in-
tegration of refugees in Morocco. It shall include targeted 
training and coaching as well as social integration meas-
ures. A planning workshop is foreseen for December.

Dec 18

CEFE International's Project Portfolio 2018
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Happy Ever After – CEFE is cel-
ebrating its 35th year birth-
day. CEFE’s long history of suc-

cess has always gone in a positive 
trajectory. To celebrate the network, 
CEFE International has organized the 
CEFE Global Conference. This spe-
cial event has more than 16 coun-
tries joined in Cologne to discuss 
current entrepreneurship trends.
 
This conference continues to be a 
great chance to initiate thoughts 
on certification, quality assur-
ance, impact, and best practices. 

Above all expectations, language 
is not an issue – a mix of French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, and 

English is at the top of CEFE wording. 

What Did We Take With Us?

• a lot of best practices on the pro-
motion side of SME’s service pro-
vider are going on. CEFE Venezuela 
is just setting up an Advanced Pro-
gram for their workers called FACES.

• an update to the classical CEFE 
start-up training is becoming 
more prominent. CEFE Lean Start-
up was presented and shared 
with the community, and has al-
ready been implemented in Alba-
nia and Tajikistan; it will contin-
ue growing in the coming years.

• the CEFE Latin America network 

recently presented the regionally 
adjusted CEFE certification system. 
Discussion, on putting it on a global 
scale, is still ongoing and progressing. 

We are looking forward to wel-
coming the regional confer-
ences in the Balkans, Asia, 
Francophone Africa and Latin 
America in the coming two years.

>>

CEFE 
goes global

1st CEFE Global Online Meeting
As a pre-lude to the Global CEFE Conference, CEFE International conducted its first global CEFE 
Webinar. It was open to CEFistas from all over the world. They wanted to create the aware-
ness about the need for further developments of CEFE. Therefore, two guest speakers on new 
approaches were invited. One was Marlinde Baerenz – Managing Director of CEFE Internation-
al – presenting her newly developed CEFE Lean Start-up and the other one was Elias Mazloum 
– CEFista from Albania – talking about his innovative business model on export marketing. 
Mazloum is currently importing fair trade cosmetics from Ghana to Albania, and is looking for fur-

ther cooperation opportunities.

Marlinde Bärenz
CEFista from Germany

12 13
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What is the difference between a beer made in South Africa, Brazil, Indonesia or Germany? ‘Huge!’, many 
people will say – ‘a beer is a beer’ some others. And almost everyone would have a favourite, defending it 
fiercely: ‘you cannot compare!’ Would you bet to identify your famous national beer in a blind test when 

compared to 4 from other countries? Or would you prefer that all beers on earth should be brewed the way you 
prefer it? May be, the best beer from Germany (whichever) is not meeting the demand in Chile, Indonesia or South 
Africa. Eventually, people just buy it there because it’s labelled ‘German Beer’? Probably, a locally made a local one 
matches better with the domestic kitchen?  At the end, a beer is a beer, if certain production rules are respected. 

>>

CEFE is a development brewery, 
using experiential learning as a 
method and aiming at improved 
entrepreneurial competencies as its 
objectives. That defines the CEFE 
identity. So, should every training 
course be the same, taste alike, no 
matter where it is done? Within the 
CEFE community and outside, we 
find the discussion about equalis-
ing training courses so that they 
are almost identical wherever you 
run them. Advantages would be: 

• the same curriculum is applied, 
and delivery can be compared,

• the customer knows what he/she 
gets,

• preparation time and costs are re-
duced,

• standardised training and learning 
material can be used.

There are other entrepreneurship 
training programs – e.g. SIYB, Busi-
ness Edge, Business Loop – going 
this way. They are more standardised, 
admitting some percentage of adap-
tation to the trainer in charge. Beau-
tiful. We love at CEFE that they also 
promote entrepreneurship devel-
opment. And we prefer to cultivate 
an enormous variability, because:

• learning contexts and target 
groups are so different that they 
deserve thorough customising,

• CEFE is an open approach towards 
learning and development, not a 
fixed recipe,
 
• a CEFista learns from each execu-
tion and should use this learning for 
the next measure,

• so many challenges ask for crea-
tive answers; trainers and advisors 
must have the freedom and man-
date to use the CEFE toolbox for 
developing innovative modules.

The CEFE community is not a regis-
ter of trainers, it is a community of 
development practitioners. The 
photos on this page show the 
same exercise (Pearls), using dif-
ferent material, having other set-
up and aiming at altered learn-
ing objectives. Imagine the range 
changes within a seminar, a mod-
ule, an entire training portfolio.

As a result of all this, we experi-
ence a wealth of CEFE applications, 
modules, manuals, most of which 
elaborated at the places where a 
development obstacle shaped a 
demand for it and creative, entre-
preneurial CEFistas invented it. CEFE 
Green had its origin in Tunisia, the Ap-
plied Climate Change Action (ACCA) 
comes from Thailand, Strengthen-
ing Cooperatives from Sri Lanka, 
Venezuela created a weekend for 
couples in business, CEFE lean 
start-up is tested in Albania… The 
exchange during the global CEFE 
meeting 2018 in Cologne was like an 
innostorm coming from around the 
world, sharing so many new tools. 

We don’t want one global corpo-
rate brewery of CEFE, we foster 
the creation and sustainability of 
many mini-breweries. The CEFE 
globalisation is much more a diver-
sification than a standardisation. 
Well, we insist and have agreed on 
minimum standards regarding ap-
plication of the experiential learn-
ing cycle and the delivery of ToTs. 

<<

CEFE GLOBAL 
All the same? Eberhard Bärenz

CEFista from Germany

14 15
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We are proud to announce 
that in 2018, CEFE Mace-
donia celebrated 10 im-

pactful years on the creation of 
economies based on competencies, 
while cherishing the entrepreneurial 
spirit in Macedonia. Our vision is to 
form an entrepreneurial culture of 
Macedonian citizens and increase 
employment quality. Taking into 
consideration the future of our 

country, in the last few years, we 
mostly focused on those who will 
be our future: family business suc-
cessors and young entrepreneurs.
Based on experiential learning meth-
odology, CEFE Macedonia has been 
part of more than 50 projects, suc-
cessfully completed. The previous 
two years we devoted to work with 
family businesses, guiding them to 
effective succession from one gen-

eration to another. We have been 
part of the FABUSS project (Family 
Business Successful Succession) that 
aims to give young successors the 
necessary skills and competencies 
for successfully taking over the busi-
ness and prepare them to become 
rational and efficient owners. The 
project is a strategic partnership 
between six European countries:
Greece, Bulgaria, Portugal, Cyprus,

CEFE MACEDONIA
10 Years of Creating 
Entrepreneurs

Jovan Stalevski & 
Aleksandra Najcheska

CEFistas from Macedonia

Italy, and Macedonia, and is led  
by the Athens Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry (www.acci.gr). 
The partnership consists of relevant 
actors such as universities, consult-
ing companies, training providers 
(CEFE Macedonia), chamber of com-
merce, and youth organizations.
After doing research, which provid-
ed us with the data of skill gaps for 
our target group, we created train-
ing materials based on their needs.

CEFE Macedonia hosted a training 
for trainers that brought about 18 
new trainers that will use experi-
ential methodology in coaching 
young family business successors. 
Nearly 200 young, next genera-
tion members participated in train-
ings that apply experiential learning 
methodology (CEFE). The results 
were satisfied participants with new 
competencies that will be used in 
their new role – entrepreneurs that 
inherit and successfully lead a fam-
ily business. However, we live in a 
digital era, so we created an 
e-Learning Platform with its purpose 
to host all the material developed. 

This was to serve as a platform 
for transnational learning and 
meetings, and build the network of 
family businesses in South Europe. 

This good practice was granted 
by the Erasmus+ Program of the 
European Commission. Our vi-
sion in this approach is to become 
an important component of the 
ecosystems for supporting fam-
ily businesses around the world. 
This is not the only project where 
CEFE methodology has shown to 
be a successful tool, we incorporate 
our methodology in all our projects 
and trainings. Additionally, we are 
proud to speak about one more pro-
ject that uses this approach in teach-
ing – Entrepreneurial Education for 
Youth (EEY), where 3 organizations 
from Romania, Spain and Macedo-
nia are creating practice for devel-
oping the entrepreneurship com-
petencies of youth. The experts 
from this partnership produced: 
Open Online Course for Young 
Entrepreneurs, Entrepreneurship 
Youth Magazines and Business 
Plan Dynamic Demonstrator. This 

will help young entrepreneurs to 
find business ideas, to test them, to 
check their viability, to make a busi-
ness plan and to establish how the 
idea will be implemented in reality. 

They say, “give a man a fish and 
you feed him for a day; teach a 
man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime.” In CEFE Macedonia, we de-
sign our training in a way that allows 
participants to immediately practice 
and see the impact of what they are 
learning. We create simulations and 
put them in the shoes of entrepre-
neurs, so they can face all the chal-
lenges entrepreneurship brings. The 
results are content youth, prepared 
for what the future brings with 
gained competences for being pros-
perous and efficient entrepreneurs.

<< 
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CEFE Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(CEFE BH), within the Youth 
Employment Project (YEP) 

and financed by the Swiss Gov-
ernment, delivered Bosnia-wide 
CEFE training in business planning. 

Training sessions were delivered 
in 24 towns and cities nationwide 
between February and October 
2018. In total, 294 training days 
were delivered, as well as 200 days 
of consulting and mentorship. 
The sessions were delivered by 
15 CEFE trainers from the Balkans 
region (Bosnia and Herzegovi-
na, Montenegro, and Serbia).

Over 1,000 young people ap-
plied for the training sessions via 
the application form. After the 
selection process, 665 individ-
uals were invited to participate.

The training modules covered stand-
ard CEFE business planning topics 
and followed the CEFE ladder (busi-
ness idea generation and selection, 
risk management, market and mar-
keting, internal organization, legal 
framework, cost structure, invest-
ment and finance) as well as soft skills 
(communication, negotiation, team 
building, etc.). Beyond these fun-
damentals, participants also learnt 
how to prepare their own business 
plans. As ever, the training focused 

on experiential learning through 
numerous exercises and examples 
tailored to local business realities.  

The energy and motivation of the 
young attendees, together with 
their experienced trainers, created 
a very positive working environ-
ment and the final results exceed-
ed all expectations. These youthful 
future entrepreneurs reacted very 
positively to the CEFE methodolo-
gy and evaluated it as a “premium 
segment of the training market”, 
not just because their formal edu-
cation hardly provides the oppor-
tunity to put theory into practice.

At the conclusion of the sessions, 
173 participants successfully pre-
pared business plans and presented 
them in front of a “dragon’s den” 
consisting of business consultants, 
local experts, representatives from 
the financial sector, and represent-
atives of the YEP project. They all 
received additional support in the 
form of mentorship and further 
preparation for pitching to investors.

After the final evaluation, the best 
business plans qualified for financial 
support from the YEP project and 
the Swiss government. The contract-
ing process is currently ongoing. 
We will keep you informed 
about further developments!

BOSNIA
Empowering 
entrepreneurs

Sandra Savanovic & 
Aleksandar Dodik

CEFistas from Serbia & Bosnia

4000 
1000 
665
294
250
200
24
15

CEFE TRAININGS & MENTORING
APPLICANTS
PARTICIPANTS
TRAINING DAYS
NEW JOBS
MENTORING DAYS
LOCATIONS
CEFE TRAINERS

IN TOTAL, THE PROGRAM INCLUDED:
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CEFE International had an out-
standing experience this year 
working with people from 

remote rural areas. CEFE business 
start-up training in Khorugh, Gor-
no-Badakhshan Autonomous Re-
gion (GBAO), Tajikistan, included 
17 people who successfully com-
pleted an 8-day training. The par-
ticipants were entrepreneurs and 
prospective entrepreneurs from 
Khorugh; a majority of them came 
from remote rural areas of Pamir.
 
Travelling to the Khorugh is a real 
adventure – it takes full four days to 
come from Europe to Khorugh, and 
along the way, all four seasons are 
experienced. Flights to Tajikistan are 
not abundant and most of them are 
connecting flights with hubs in the 
Middle East. Nevertheless, true ex-
citement starts when you arrive to 
Dushanbe, the capital of Tajikistan. 
Even though is it is only 550km, 
two days of travel are necessary to 
pass the road from Dushanbe to 
Khorugh.
 
The road from Dushanbe to Khorugh 
passes through very high mountains. 
In one moment, you reach 3,500 me-
ters above the sea level and finish 
your journey at 2,500 meters. There 
are a lot of bends, not much asphalt 
and a good view of Afghanistan, 
which is just across the Pyandzh Riv-
er. Khorugh is a fascinating city. Views 

are incredible and you can see the 
snowy peaks of Pamir from any point 
in the city.

Participants have never experi-
enced anything similar to the CEFE 
experiential learning and they fall in 
love with it from the very beginning. 
The first “wow” effect happened in 
the first session when trainers facili-
tated the rules of training and asked 
participants to sign the “CEFE con-
tract.” The participants have never 
had such an opportunity. Regardless 
of their educational background, 
they have been more and more 
fascinated by the CEFE world after 
each exercise, and their decisiveness 
to start their business has grown. 
Business ideas generally fit into the 
local market environment like Pamir’s 
handicrafts, transportation, small 
trade (minimarkets and pharmacies), 
as well as tourism oriented busi-
nesses (since many tourists come to 
GBAO to visit Pamir during summer).

Definitely the most interesting part 
of training was the creativity exer-
cises. There is no word in the local 
language that describes a concept 
similar to creativity. Therefore, 
participants tried to get out of the 
box (they said to go out of the tri-
angle) and solve creative brainteas-
ers that were given by the trainers. 

“Get out of the triangle” became 
the motto of the whole training and
was repeated dozens of times a day.
During the eight days, participants 
successfully passed CEFE ladders – 
starting from the business idea to 
market research, to marketing, to 
internal organization and ending 
with basic finance.

At the very end, participants gave 
trainers a great surprise. They wrote 
and all signed a letter addressed to 
GIZ high-level representatives in Ta-
jikistan asking for more CEFE and ex-
pressed how they looked forward to 
learning more from the CEFE trainers. 

Bright futures are ahead for CEFE in Ta-
jikistan and the GBAO region. We are 
so happy and grateful to be part of it!

On the 
Rooftop 
of the World Sandra Savanovic & 

Nenad Rakocevic
CEFistas from Serbia & 

Montenegro

Successful 
commercialization 
of ToTs

CEFE Serbia and CEFE Bosnia 
together with logistic sup-
port of CEFE Montenegro, 

executed a CEFE Training of Trainers 
(ToT) at a seaside resort in Monte-
negro. The ToT was organized and 
carried out on an entirely com-
mercial basis with 20 participants 
from Serbia and Bosnia. However, 
this program was the first CEFE ToT 
held in the Balkans region and it was 
fully financed by the participants.

The ToT was conducted in the first 
week of June 2018, after a campaign 
and preparation process that last-
ed from February to June. One half 
of the participants came from Ser-
bia and the other half came from 
Bosnia. All participants underwent 
a thorough selection and applica-
tion process, including a detailed 
CV, a motivation letter and an in-
terview conducted by two leading 
CEFE representatives of the region.

Since the participants already had 
the chance to gain experience and 
get familiar with the CEFE meth-
odology during the CEFE trainings, 
the ToT program focused on expe-
riential learning, presentation and 
facilitation skills, group dynam-
ics, a deeper understanding of the 
CEFE methodology, comprehen-
sion of programs and exercises 
within the CEFE portfolio, tools for 
finding a proper (training) market 

niche, networking, and marketing. 
CEFE Montenegro offered full logis-
tic support in finding an appropriate 
location and training venue as well 
as in supporting the development of 
CEFEs network by participating in the 
ToT as guest speakers and trainers. 

The participants of the ToT program, 
similar to many other executed 
CEFE ToTs, worked really hard from 
early in the morning until late at 
night and presented exceptional 
creativity, devotedness, motiva-
tion and eagerness to embrace new 
knowledge and skills. All the par-
ticipants were very receptive to the 
trainers feedback and promptly in-
tegrated it in subsequent exercises.

All 20 participants successfully fin-
ished the ToT with an average of 72 
out of 100 points. In order to main-
tain and improve the results of the 
training, all ToT participants are cur-
rently part of a subsequent coach-
ing process. The ToT trainers decid-
ed to divide the participants into two 
groups: (a) “green” group – includes 
all ToT participants with more than 85 
points. These participants will be in-
vited to get coached without any ad-
ditional cost by CEFE Serbia and CEFE 
Bosnia; (b) “yellow” group – includes 
all ToT participants having between 
61 to 84 points. These participants 
are also encouraged to continue 
the coaching, however, they have 

to cover the costs of a CEFE coach 
themselves. The reason for such a 
division of the participants is that 
the “green” group showed excep-
tionally high levels of understanding 
the trainer’s skills and knowledge as 
well as the of the CEFE methodolo-
gy. Furthermore, the ToT trainers al-
ready see them as junior colleagues.

The coaching process will take at 
least 3x3 days (preferably 3x5 days) 
for each participant. This enables 
them to deliver every CEFE module 
(in standard business planning train-
ing) and cover all aspects of the CEFE 
training. This way, we are able to main-
tain the high level of quality, which 
is recognized as a premium train-
ing segment in the Balkans already.

Therefore, our hope is to welcome 
20 new CEFE trainer colleagues by 
the spring of 2019. We at SEE CEFE 
live a better life because of the skills 
we have acquired and we do our very 
best to ensure that the learning ad-
venture we are all part of lasts forever.

Sandra Savanovic & 
Aleksandar Dodik

CEFistas from Serbia & Bosnia
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Chile is a small country, with 18 million inhabitants, in a long and diverse strip to the south of Latin America. 
For many years, it has been seen as an advantageous developing country, with a remarkable growth of the 
economy in the last 30 years. Chile’s per capita GDP of almost $25,000 in 2017 was ten times higher than in 

1990. Growth figures have shown a notable decrease in poverty that still affects 10% of the population; unfortu-
nately, this is well below the average for Latin America. CEFE arrived in the late 80s in Chile, which makes Chile 
one of the oldest CEFE countries in the world and has remained a methodology very present until today. It is 
almost 30 years since the first Chilean Cefistas were trained in the first TOT of America held in Uruguay in 1989.

>>

One of the pillars to keep CEFE at 
full-force in Chile is the NGO Fun-
dación Trabajo para un Hermano de 
Concepción, which celebrated its 
30th birthday in 2018. 26 of those 
years, the foundation has spent its 
time living the CEFE methodology. 
In 1992, TPH professionals partici-
pated in the first TOT in Chile and 
the second one in Latin America. 
Since that date, in TPH, we have 
adopted CEFE into all our training 
actions that we carry out with dif-
ferent target groups, especially in 
the development of entrepreneuri-
al skills, management of small-scale 
economic units, competencies, and 
in recent years, in training pro-
jects for labor market integration.

We are passionate about CEFE be-
cause we think it is an excellent 
method to facilitate training pro-
cesses that have people as center 
points. CEFE allows participants 
to empower themselves, express 
their identity, and enhance their 
skills. All of this is completely co-
herent with the philosophy, vision, 
and mission for which we created 
this foundation, whose purpose is 
to generate development in com-
munities through entrepreneurship.
 
In 1996, we opted to transfer this 
methodology to other institutions, 
since then we facilitated and man-
aged 40 Training of Trainers in 
Chile and other Latin American 
countries.  State officials, independ-
ent professionals, private consult-
ants, NGOs, secondary and univer-
sity teachers, and entrepreneurs are 
some of the groups that are apply-
ing CEFE in their training courses.

WHAT EXPLAINS THE SUCCESS 
OF CEFE IN CHILE?

There are several reasons! In particu-
lar, the acceptance and reputation of 
the very first ToT was very relevant 
to a successful integration of CEFE. 
Since 2000, many ToTs have been fi-
nanced by the government. In Chile, 
all facilitators working within the 
government for entrepreneurship 
are trained in CEFE. Positioning CEFE 
in the state structure has been a 
decisive factor to expand the meth-
odology in the country. A second 
reason was our own perseverance 
in maintaining the TOT CEFE stand-
ard, exploring new groups for CEFE 
application and always being con-
nected to the international net-
work have been very relevant for 
the positioning and expansion of 
CEFE in Chile and for collaborating 
in its introduction to other countries.

To keep us updated and in perma-
nent training, TPH has always been 
involved in CEFE International and 
regional network. The network has 
given us a sense of belonging to an 
international group where we find 
colleagues. All with the same vision 
of contributing to the development 
of our communities through em-
powering the entrepreneurial spirit.

However, in the course of these 26 
years of the application of CEFE in 
Chile, other methodologies with 
similar objectives have come across. 
We have persevered with CEFE be-
cause we find a method that allows 
us to simultaneously achieve signif-
icant improvements in several areas 
of development with people and in 

a group environment of much af-
fectivity, respect, and freedom.

The application of CEFE is not stat-
ic. Like CEFE facilitators all over the 
world, we complement it with other 
tools that have emerged in this time. 
Currently, we use CEFE together with 
other training tools such as coach-
ing, gender focus, body work and we 
insert it in methods, such as Canvas, 
to model and present proposals for 
entrepreneurship and innovation.

Our challenge continues to rein-
force the promotion of the CEFE 
methodology within Chile and Latin 
America. For this purpose, it is es-
sential to tend to the rigorous ap-
plication of CEFE, which takes care 
of the quality in its application and 
its fundamental principles. There-
fore, one of our lines of action is to 
disseminate and concretely estab-
lish the international licensing pro-
cess that we are already promot-
ing among the graduates of TOT.

<< 

26 Years of CEFE 
Love Affair 
in Chile Paulina Pacheco

CEFista from Chile
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Peru is one of the most biodiverse countries in the world and has a great cultural and geographical variety. 
Regardless, it´s situated in the “Ring of Fire,” a high potential seismic zone, which together with other condi-
tions, makes the region highly vulnerable to natural hazards. Additionally, in Peru, exists a wide gap between 

formality and informality in construction. The hypothesis is that “formal” construction means “safer” construction 
sector. This entails “reducing vulnerability to natural hazards.” One of the strategies to reduce this gap is to develop 
more effective training and sensibilization processes for informal master builders, as well as for housing owners. 

>>

Gloria Núñez, Valeria Mouzas & Silvia Alvarado
CEFistas from Peru

Improving 
housing
through CEFE

• For master builders: the center of 
the trainings is on the one hand re-
ducing the use of low-quality ma-
terials, as well as of the omission of 
technical standards. However, on 
the other hand, it is recognizing the 
importance of using officially ap-
proved plan blueprints and apply-
ing safe and earthquake-resistant 
construction concepts and practices.

• With the housing owners: sensibili-
ty sensitization events and trainings 
are used to generate the necessity 
to prioritize the demanding use for 
quality materials and hiring skilled 
(minimally) and trained workforce. 

INNOVATION IN ADULT  
LEARNING

Swisscontact, through the project 
Construya Peru, promotes a training 
methodology which incorporates in-
novations in capacity building train-
ing for informal construction, master 
builders and housing home owners 
in vulnerable communities. The ob-
jective is to strengthen their infor-
mally acquired skills, enhance the 
building processes and to improve 
the quality of earthquake safety. Do-
ing so will change their viewpoint 

of the housing construction process 
and residents’ housing situation. 
The methodological principles of 
CEFE was combined with the train-
ing handbook, Construya Peru. 
The innovation in the design of the 
structured exercises, as well as of 
the tools and learning materials, 
have shown a positive impact in 
the satisfaction of the participants 
and a better disposition and com-
mitment with their own learning.

STRENGTHENING THE VALUE 
CHAIN AND INCLUSIVE MARKETS

The project seeks to consolidate 
an offer beyond the training in or-
der to contribute to the formali-
zation and involvement of more 
actors of the construction chain. 
This includes suppliers of materi-
als, financial services, and technical 
assistance, which can attend the 
housing owner when making the 
decision to build a safer housing.

Another objective of the project is 
to articulate the demands of the 
housing owners with the services of 
trained construction masters, who 
consequently can increase their in-
come. In the medium term, it is ex-

pected that the construction masters 
build correctly and develop business 
skills which encourages them to seek 
formality for providing their services. 

WORKING IN ALLIANCES

Swisscontact and other public 
and private institutions promote 
the “National Training Platform” to 
generate a bigger impact spread-
ing this methodology, promoting 
investigation of innovative solu-
tions, and involving more partners.

“With this cooperation we seek to 
boost the training of construction 
masters and housing owners in or-
der to attend the self-construction 
market and spread massively these 
innovations,” said the director of the 
project Construya Peru, Kolja Leiser.

The commitment is already on 
the move. Together, we must start 
with developing capacities of con-
struction masters and housing 
owners in order to guarantee a 
quality of life for those who live in 
the most vulnerable areas of Peru. 

<<
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“Understanding that the envi-
ronment does not define your 
path, but enriches it” is some-

thing that we have understood 
from CEFE Venezuela since the very 
beginning of 2016. This is when we 
started operations in our country. 
We then began understanding and 
listening carefully to the needs of 
new entrepreneurs. Many entre-
preneurs, not only in Venezuela but 
globally, start a project without the 
solid tools in order to take what 
once was an idea and turn it into an 
effective business or social action. 

In the last three years, CEFE Vene-
zuela developed those tools. During 
this time, several training programs 
were open to the general public, 
focusing on the development of 
entrepreneurial competencies. Pro-
grams like “Prepared Entrepreneurs” 
consists of 8-16 hours of training 
that focuses on creativity and inno-
vation, financial skills, persuasion, 
and creation of support networks.
 
Besides the classical CEFE train-
ing, we were able to implement 
innovative new training concepts, 
specifically targeting people who 
are willing to pay for our services.

“CEFE Camping” for couples that 
want to do business together.

 “CEFE Gourmet” is the first cooking 
academy based on CEFE Methodol-
ogy.

 “CEFE Doctors” explains how to be 
an entrepreneur after being a great 
doctor.

 “CEFE Crypto Training” is crypto 
currency training based on CEFE 
Methodology. 

These are only a few pro-
grams that we’ve developed 
so far, inspired by the opportu-
nities of our current situation.

Developing intra-entrepreneurs, 
and strengthening their entrepre-
neurial skills in the organizations, 
have been a job that we have carried 
out. We have also searched for the 
needs of most private organizations, 
by integrating different aspects of 
their value chain. So far, we have 
received highly positive feedback. 

>>

Accelerator 
for CEFistas Laura Gayoso & Juan José Moya

CEFistas from Venezuela

While 2018 has come to an end, we 
made some adjustments and start-
ed a new chapter. We are looking 
forward to getting the scalability 
and sustainability of training pro-
grams, not only in Venezuela, but 
also in Latin American countries 
where CEFE methodology has not 
been implemented yet. Also, we 
are contributing as a team with our 
colleagues of Global CEFE Network 
and have developed FACES (For-
mación Avanzada de Cefistas Sus-
tentables) - advanced formation 
of sustainable CEFistas. A 21-day 
program with monthly meetings 
consisting of three days and lasted 
for 7 months, which accumulated to 
168 hours of training in total.

FACES has been conceptualized as 
an accelerator for CEFistas, where 
they can reinforce their skills manag-
ing the Experiential Learning Cycle, 
knowing psycho-corporeal tech-
niques, learning Instructional De-
sign as a key tool to develop training 
programs. As in the ToT, the CEFistas 
learn new exercises by facilitating 
them and receiving feedback. This, 
in consequence, will develop their 
entrepreneurial skills on the training 
environment. As we are targeting 
sustainable CEFistas, we execute a 
training component covering the 
development of a project plan and 
presentation to a potential investor. 
FACES is an empowering program 
that works in order to generate a 

tangible progress as a CEFE Facili-
tator. After successful participation 
at FACES, CEFistas will receive the 
license issued by CEFE International.

FACES is a pilot which shall in-
spire other CEFE countries to 
implement an accelerator pro-
gram with their CEFE community. 

<<
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Within the framework of the 
project “Strengthening 
the Capacity in Commu-

nity Empowerment of the General 
Directorate of Social Welfare and 
Development”, managed by the 
Jiyan Foundation, CEFE Interna-
tional organized and conducted a 
ToT in the governorate of Duhok, 
which is part of the Kurdistan Re-
gion of Iraq, in order to imple-
ment entrepreneurship training.

The CEFE Training of Trainers was 
conducted during a 12-day pro-
gram from the 6th to the 18th of 
October 2018 and included 15 
participants. The ToT consisted 
of training members from the 6 
IDP (Internally Displaced  Per-
sons) Camps of the RWANGA 
Foundation in the governorate of 
Duhok, Kurdistan region of Iraq. 
The participants of the ToT showed 
high degrees of enthusiasm and 
motivation. The program was suc-
cessfully realized by Badia Refass and 
Ghizlane Driouich from Morocco.

The participants that qualified for our 
CEFE ToT prepared and conducted 
trainings with start-up business IDPs 
utilizing the CEFE methodology. The 
ToT introduced future CEFE trainers 
to entrepreneurial trainings using 
one of the most successful methods 
for teaching business development. 

The coaching sessions were con-
ducted from the 3rd to the 8th of 
November in 6 IDP Camps based 
in the governorate of Duhok in the 
Kurdistan region of Iraq in order 
to complete the qualification and 
receive the CEFE trainer license. The 
coaching was successfully imple-
mented and supervised by Ghizlane 
Driouich and Jad Allah Rami and 
102 business start-ups benefited 
from the 6 training sessions in total.

Supporting IDP 
start-ups in Iraq Badia Refass

 CEFista from Morocco

The CAPE Center uses the 
CEFE methodology to de-
velop a variety of exciting 

projects in Brazil, providing vi-
tal training and qualifications for 
entrepreneurs and professionals 
working in a diverse range of fields. 

The Center maintains a physical 
location which has become a live-
ly hub for the creative econo-
my, being a host to workshops, 
exhibitions and concerts, as well 
as providing a co-working space 
targeting students, professionals 
and promising entrepreneurs in a 
supportive and open atmosphere 
of exchange and collaboration.

In 2018, the Center developed an 
innovative program of events and 
training courses. A flagship pro-
gram focuses on providing training 
for women in prison, with the aim 
of providing them with skills and 
knowledge for a successful reinte-
gration into society after their re-
lease. Some 25 female inmates are 
currently receiving training for 16 
hours per week, with subjects rang-
ing from management and entrepre-
neurship to creativity and artisanal 
craftwork practices. These women 
have named the project ‘Pathways 
to Freedom,’ emphasizing the pos-
itive impact –practical and emotion-
al – it continues to have on them.
This year, we were also excited to 

launch a series of new “structured 
activities,” which are designed to 
promote maximum accessibility. 
These activities significantly reduce 
any barriers to entry, as they re-
quire only simple materials such as 
pen, paper, and some newspapers 
or magazines, which helps to bring 
the CEFE methodology to as wide 
an audience as possible in Brazil.

Besides the special target mention-
ing above, the Center covers the 
classical CEFE start-up beneficiar-
ies - within 34 training courses, 590 
individuals developed their entre-
preneurial skills, managed to set up 
their cost calculation, organizational 
structure, and marketing strategy. 

The Cape Center
CEFE Hub in Brazil Catharina Machado

CEFista from Brazil
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The training took place in Mam-
basa. In this territory still lives the 
native Pygmy Aka. The area is rich 
in minerals, gold, and diamonds. 
Mining helps unemployed youth 
and women farmers find a source of 
income, allowing them to survive. 
Otherwise, the territory has basi-
cally an agropastoral vocation, and 
agriculture is intended primarily for 
self-consumption. Cassava, maize, 
beans, peanuts, sorghum, and rice 
are the main staples. A part of this 
production is sold in the local mar-
ket to increase household income.
We have started our ToT for the 
benefit of 15 trainers active in sup-
porting women mineworkers. The 
low level of education of the target 
group, led us to adjust the CEFE ex-
ercises all compiled in a new man-
ual, dedicated to illiterate pop-
ulations. Facilitator and women's 
training have been very successful, 
promising coming introductions of 
CEFE with such beneficiaries. This 
is not unusual with the approach, 
and we have become familiar with 
the success every time CEFE makes 
its introduction to a new country.

The work with women was very 
impressive. Despite their illitera-
cy, their struggle for survival gave 
them true entrepreneurial qualities 
that lacked only access to educa-
tion and useful information. Every 
day, on our way to the village and 
back to the base, Pascal, our driver, 
a graduate in auto mechanics, kept 
asking questions about the con-
tent of the training and business 
creation. He wanted, at all costs, to 
find a solution to generate an elec-
tric power capable of operating a 
cold room for the conservation of 
local fruits. His mother was one of 
the beneficiaries; she reported to 
him what she learned during each 
day, and he found that the CEFE 
activities answered his questions. 
In addition to insecurity, ebola epi-
demics, rudimentary road infrastruc-
ture and power grid issues, entrepre-
neurs have had to deal with a strong 
tax pressure and high corruption.

From the beginning of our mission, a 
question remains: what could CEFE 
bring in such a fragile environ-
ment? ... It was through the contact 

with these women, and especially 
our driver Pascal, that we found the 
answer … The CEFE training, with 
its content both active and attrac-
tive, didn't change their harsh reali-
ty, but simply brought them HOPE!

On the way back, Pascal sent us 
two pictures: one when he was still 
a child playing the engineer and a
very recent one where he 
succeeded in the first stage of a hy-
droelectric generator.

<<

In the 
Aka Land Mouna Haouachi & Walid Bouzir

CEFistas from Tunisia

Since the beginning of 2018, an introduction of the CEFE approach was planned in the Democratic Repub-
lic of Congo. The project, in collaboration with the Canadian NGO IMPACT, aimed to strengthen the finan-
cial education modules offered to female miners as part of the "Or Juste" project in the province of Itu-

ri. First scheduled for July, our mission was delayed, due to an Ebola outbreak that occurred in the region. This 
epidemic came in addition to the insurgencies of rebel groups that made its control difficult. We waited two 
months to get the green light for a swift mission that would end before the presidential elections in December.

>>
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The Concept:
 

Knowledge is fundamentally 
recognized as the driver for an 
organization’s productivity im-

provement and economic growth; 
this leads to a new focus on the role 
of information, technology, and 
learning for economic performance. 
The need for human resources to 
acquire a range of new skills and 
to continuously adapt these skills 
underlies our knowledge-based 
economy. Economic organizations 
should accommodate themselves 
with in-house trainers for creating 
an ‘Effective Learning’ community.

The Objectives: The course is 
developed to create leaders, in 
economic organizations, with a 
new skill set of making their team 
members more skilled. The lead-
ers should be able to shift and raise 
knowledge of their people to new 
levels, depending on their wishes.

The Model: A  ‘Train-The-Train-
ers’ Effective Learning Model will 
cover three principle circles of the 
training framework: Circle 1 - Cur-
riculum Identification, Circle 2 
– Methodology Application, and 
Circle 3 – Facilitation Competen-
cy. Three circles are intertwined 
meaning weakness in one circle 
could cause ineffective learning.

1. Curriculum Identification: 
Curriculum is more than a training 
course outline. In fact, curriculum 
reflects desired objective and target 
training. It should not be taken for 
granted easily from a clients’ view, 
but indeed needs a scrutinizing effort 
in identifying a deep understand-
ing and confirmation with clients.

2. Methodology Application: 
Training is conducted more effec-
tively in a peaceful environment to 
enhance learning outcomes. With 
a focus on experiential and prob-
lem-based training methodolo-
gy, participants are encouraged to 
reflect and give feedback for the 
purpose of learning achievements.

3. Facilitation Competency: 
Facilitation creates a dynamic, per-
sonalized process that empowers 
and challenges participants to en-
gage in significant learning. Fa-

cilitation of learning will lead to a 
meaningful change in behavior.

The Workshop: The workshop for 
“Train-The-Trainers” is basically di-
vided into 2 parts. The first part is 
for theory and the second one is 
for the practicum. The first part in-
clude a learning agreement, a visu-
alization effective communication 
agreement, an introduction of an-
dragogy learning approach, a model 
of effective learning, an identify or 
design training course, a ladder di-
agram preparation, ways to conduct 
experiential learning techniques, 
a conceptualization of structured 
learning exercises, facilitative train-
ing and a creative moderation plan.

The practicum shall be carried out 
according to each individual’s ad-
vanced preparation. It is required 
that each person run their own ex-
ercise self-design, as well as prac-
tice his/her facilitating technique. 
Documents of ladder diagrams, 
exercises and moderation plans 
shall be submitted before starting 
the practicum. The result of each 
practicum shall be given feedback 
by master trainers. The practicum 
workshop shall be arranged at least 
one month apart from the first work-
shop, in order to provide enough 
time for individual preparation.

>>

TOT for 
Effective Learning Widhoon Chiamchittrong

CEFista from Thailand

CURRICULUM 
IDENTIFICATION

METHODOLOGY 
APPLICATION

FACILITATION 
COMPETENCY

EFFECTIVE 
LEARNING

Effective Learning Workshop Flowchart
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History of the Project

The CEFE Managers training 
program is the latest CEFE In-
ternational product. It was de-

veloped very recently (in June 2018) 
and introduced for the first time in 
Morocco by our two Master Trainers, 
Badia Refass and Thomas Khatal, as 
part of the GIZ Green Jobs project, 
in partnership with the Mohammed 
V Foundation for Solidarity and the 
High Commission for Water and 
Forests and the Fight against De-
sertification. The training program 
was a resounding success! A sec-
ond execution - The Tunisian expe-
rience began within the GIZ's "IDEE" 
program, as part of its support for 
building capacity for cyberparks.
 
Genesis of the Project

Why a CEFE Managers training ses-
sion? We discovered that many pro-
ject managers (including those with-
in the GIZ) faced major problems 
due to lack of familiarity with the 
CEFE method. Challenges include: 
finding and selecting adequate fa-
cilitators, observing and assessing 

the training quality, calculating 
costs for CEFE interventions, know-
ing the wide range of possible CEFE 
applications, chosing the most suit-
able module(s) and adapting them 
to the specific learning objectives 
and target groups, time manage-
ment for preparation, execution 
and follow-up, assuring monitoring.

The program is therefore aimed at 
people likely to manage projects/
programs which are based on the 
CEFE approach, and predomi-
nantly at technical advisors work-
ing on cooperative programs and 
their institutional partners who 
wish to implement the approach.

Training Objectives 

The objectives of the training pro-
gram are twofold. 

• in the first session, managers are 
familiarized with the CEFE method 
anstatt approach. This session em-
phasizes the importance of putting 
themselves in the facilitator's shoes 
so that they can fully understand 
the fundamental goals and chal-

lenges of the CEFE approach. This 
includes numerous aspects, includ-
ing: session preparation, teamwork, 
role allocation, sequence planning, 
preparing necessary supplies for 
the sessions, scheduling and time 
management and crucially, building 
a strong understanding of the logic 
behind structured learning exercises.

>>

CEFE Managers 
A product for CEFE 
promoters Badia Refass & Thomas Khatal

CEFistas from Morocco & Algeria

• the second session builds on the first by focusing on 
the necessary tools and practices Managers need in 
order to implement a project or training/support pro-
gram.  This includes skills such as: drawing up specific 
Terms of Reference, defining budget forecasts with 
an awareness of direct and indirect training costs, for-
mulating logical frameworks, understanding how to 
assess and monitor a training program the ability to 
find and mobilize individuals appropriate to the tar-
get groups, ensuring the quality of the training pro-

vided, fully understanding the certification process 
and, in general, ensuring the proper monitoring and 
supervision of activities and evaluating their impact.

Certification 

The training program runs for 8-10 days (spread 
over two sessions of 4-5 days) and provides certifi-
cation for participants who complete the full course. 

<<
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STARTupCAMP in Quality
 
The LOK.STARTupCAMP concep-
tualizes, designs, and implements 
creative idea generation workshops 
between 2 – 16 hours for potential 
startups that are not yet in a posi-
tion to effectively implement their 
business ideas. Working on proto-
types is used as a model and a vi-
tal step for bringing one’s product 
idea to life. Experimenting by hand, 
drawing and walking, re-inventing, 
and starting from scratch are all in-
gredients to making it work. This is 
the product or service intended by 
the startup client. Its quality comes 
with the process time and intensity, 
while the collegial interaction makes 
prototyping a fun exercice for all. 

B2B: Action for Finance 

“Being able to work and earn a liv-
ing is a question of dignity for me”

Doing business by refugees may 
come as a surprise in the ongoing 
political debate in Germany that 
refugees are an economic burden. 
In cooperation with Indian scholar 
Swati Mehta, the Chancellor’s Office, 
and her hosting body GIZ GmbH, the 
approach to Germany’s Newcomers 
is about understanding the specif-
ic financial needs of refugees who 
want to start their own businesses 
or be self-employed in Germany. 

Swati’s following key aspects were 
consolidated with the LOK.STARTup-
CAMP, and are briefly summarized:

• There is a significant proportion of 
refugees who want to start their own 
business, in particular those from 
the Near & Middle East, mainly Syria. 

• Starting a business in Germany is 
complicated and sometimes cum-
bersome, in the eyes of newcomers 
to Berlin, despite the support availa-
ble to prepare business plans and un-
derstand the rules and regulations.

• Access to finance and start-up 
capital remains a big challenge, 
if not a gap. The numbers of mi-
cro-credit products to refugees 
is far too low, and so are sub-
sidies granted by Governmen-
tal agencies like the job centers.

• Refugees are human beings as 
much as everybody else, regardless 
their origin of descent. As a diverse 
group, there is a need of alternative 
mechanisms to identify and support 
refugees with high entrepreneurial 
potential. Alternative credit assess-
ment (e.g. performance in integra-
tion classes, references from busi-
ness incubators), alternative credit 
guarantees (e.g. joint liability), and 
loan products linked to business 
phases (e.g. startup or expansion).

<<

Refugee 
Entrepreneurs 
in Germany Susanne Bauer

CEFista from Germany

The LOK.STARTupCAMP International has a special focus on Refugee Entrepreneurs and their start-up ideas and 
aspirations in Berlin, Germany. The integration barometer speaks for itself as a positive instrument to integration.
The LOK.STARTupCAMP is funded by Berlin’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IHK). More than 300 clients 

have been in contact with LOK since mid-2016 and 140 startups in active follow-up. 
>>

Participates are a part of a series of 
short trainings sessions between 
two to twenty hours each. LOK.
STARTupCAMP clients are by major-
ity male (90%) while female (10%) 
participants are mostly the suc-
cessful ones. The first Investment 
Bank Berlin loan – in average EUR 
25.000,- micro-loans for 3 – 6 years 
– has been entrusted to a young 
women entrepreneur who runs a 
B2B-marketplace in Berlin. Her tar-
get is the Arab community at an 
international level as many visi-
tors do come for short-term peri-
ods only, but would like to actively 
promote their businesses virtually.

Regional CEFE experience from 
Berlin, Germany

“BEING ABLE TO 
WORK AND EARN 

A LIVING IS A 
QUESTION OF 

DIGNITY FOR ME”
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Evolutionary Culture 
in Organizations

The human experience is 
unique in the degree that we 
use culture to help our surviv-

al as a species. We form groups, re-
ligions, and political regimes based 
on philosophical ideas. Some peo-
ple keep family connections closer 
than anything else while others live 
as individuals. The variety of human 
experience has been considered 
as part of our biological evolution.

In fact, we have been using our ca-
pacity to create organizational 
structures as a set of cultural tools 
to deal with the realities that we have 
to face. Each historical moment, a 
new wave of knowledge and pos-
sibilities have brought the types of 
organizations that prove to be use-
ful in that context, generating eco-
nomic development, prosperity for 
the participants and cultural dissem-
ination for management practices.

This evolutionary mechanism (new 
types of organizations emerging 
for new contexts), in its progres-
sion, has had times of great light as 
well as many shadows. The lights 
aim at better results, ways to sus-
tainably scale organizational ca-
pacity, great coverage and impact. 
The shadows are related to dep-
ersonalization, lack of commit-
ment to the environment, ethical 
dilemmas, stress and many others.
All these shadows have occurred in 
attempts to solve complex problems 

with types of organizations that 
have not been willing (or available) 
to adapt to the increasing complex-
ity of the times in which they are 
immersed, thinking that with the 
common way of doing things they 
can become aware of any prob-
lem that arises. The consequence 
has been the mismatch that ends 
up decoupling the organization 
from its historical, social, biologi-
cal and cultural context, prevent-
ing (or hindering) its evolution and 
causing problems along the way.

Modernism has accelerated devel-
opment, expansion, new possibili-
ties and sustainability by improving 
the quality of life in many possible 
ways. However, are the systems 
with which we have approached 
problem management in the past, 
enough to deal with the com-
plex environments we find today?

The process of cultural evolution 
occurs through an algorithm. When 
there is inheritance, variation and 
selection, it operates through an 
evolutionary mechanism that 
allows new generations (seen 
from genetics) to adapt better to 
the contexts in which they live.

At the cultural level, change hap-
pens in the same way. However, 
replication systems are cultural 
transmission units that are inherited, 
varying from person to person (or 

group to group) depending on the 
context in which they participate. 
We are imitating what we see and 
generating complex belief systems, 
values   and paradigms that make us 
see reality in a particular way. Also, 
it allows us to teach and manage ac-
cording to this conception of reality.

This form of evolution becomes 
increasingly more complex. This 
allows new forms of inheritance, 
variation and selection that hap-
pen while the environment chang-
es, largely as a product of the 
same results that we encourage.

In the process of cultural evolu-
tion, this generates an "immune 
system" that attracts those prac-
tices, values,   and systems that 
are consistent with the central 
cultural system, while repealing 
those that are not in agreement.

This generates real articulated 
systemic structures that seek 
the preservation of the system 
and the rejection of other ways 
of seeing, thinking, and acting.

>>

The systematic observation of hu-
man behavior in the last 40 years has 
shown the existence of an evolution-
ary process that has generated dif-
ferent forms of thinking, each adapt-
ed to the context in which they have 
emerged. In general, people are only 
empowered to be aware of the prob-
lems they are facing in that particu-
lar context. Now that these contexts 
are constantly changing, relations, 
information and globalization have 
brought more complexity in the 
management of dynamic, cultural, 
and relational processes, as well as 
in the evaluation of results. From 
there, there have been emerging 
organizations that have reproduced 
these paradigmatic systems in their 
own design and modus operandi. 
An organization that arises from the 
need to face the challenges in the 
industrial revolution, for example, is 
dysfunctional for current challenges.

That is where new types of organ-
izations begin to emerge in order 
to be aware of current challeng-
es and give a more integrated and 
evolved view of their management 

paradigms. These organizations 
recognize the enormous variety 
of forms that co-exist with them, 
valuing diversity as an opportu-
nity to be a more resilient, con-
nected, and effective organization 
to operate in complex contexts.

In a way, these organizations find 
their adaptive purpose (continu-
ing to exist and improve) with an 
evolutionary purpose (to transcend 
and evolve in a complex context). 
These two forces (consolidation and 
change) are the constant paradox 
that the organization must overcome 
in order to succeed in the chang-
ing conditions of the current world.

The current challenge is to find 
managers capable of understand-
ing and operating in these con-
texts. Also, applying new ways that 
in many cases will cause them to 
lose the illusion of control that has 
been taking place since the in-
dustrial revolution. This issue itself 
will be a challenge to overcome 
as a process of cultural evolution.

CEFE has a lot to contribute in 
this process by focusing on sig-
nificant learning structures that 
can facilitate evolution. After all, 
evolution is a learning process.

<<

Pablo Reyes Arellano
CEFista from Chile
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Results

The evaluation revealed very prom-
ising results as it showed that CEFE 
methodology has a positive impact 
on trainers work performance.  More 
than 62 per cent of the trainers re-
ported that their income did in-
crease after receiving CEFE training. 
However, about 49 per cent of the 
surveyed trainers received promo-
tion at work in their organizations 
or other organizations. Around 46.5 
per cent changed their work, and 4.7 
percent started their own business-
es, and only 2.3 per cent reported 
that there was no significant im-
pact on their work conditions. The 
analysis showed that the average 
increase for all CEFE trainers’ person-
al income increased by 52 per cent, 
of them 15 per cent of the trainers 
managed to double their income. 

The types of clients that local train-
ers delivered training for can be cat-
egorized as follows: about 83.7 per 
cent of the local trainers delivered 
training for local clients in the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip, while 20.9 
per cent of the local trainers provid-
ed training in the regional countries, 

and 23.3 per cent of the trainers 
conducted training for international 
clients.  Regarding the category of 
beneficiaries, the trainers work with 
can be classified as follows:  79.1 per 
cent worked with entrepreneurs, 
74.4 per cent worked with SMEs, 51.2 
per cent with fresh graduates, and 
18.6 per cent with large companies.

Regarding the number of training 
programs that the trainer delivered 
since he/she become a CEFE trainer: 
9.3 per cent of the trainers claimed 
that the delivered over 150 training 
courses after became a local CEFE 
trainer, while 7 per cent of the local 
trainers delivered between 101 -149 
training courses, 32 per cent of the 
trainers delivered between 51-100 
training courses, and 51.2 per cent de-
livered less than 50 training courses. 

About 25.6 per cent of trainers stated 
that they trained more than 500 train-
ees after they become CEFE trainer, 
23.3 of the trainers claimed that they 
trained 251-500 trainees, 18.6 per 
cent of the trainers, indicated that 
they trained between 101-250 train-
ees, and finally, 32.6 per cent that 
they trained less than 100 trainees.  

Conclusion

The assessment revealed signifi-
cant improvement in the impact of 
CEFE methodology on local train-
ers in terms of income and posi-
tion at work following CEFE TOT 
programs, and SEC efforts includ-
ed adapting and developing CEFE 
curricula in both Arabic and Eng-
lish languages to fit the Palestini-
an and regional contexts.   Finally, 
CEFE methodology contributed in 
improving the quality of training in 
Palestine, and hopefully impact on 
the Palestinian and regional busi-
nesses (entrepreneurs and SMEs).

<< 

Background

There is a huge unmet need for 
building the capacity of train-
ers and even creating new 

professional trainers in Palestine to 
serve the business community. After 
conducting business development 
market assessment, it has been 
concluded that one way of bridg-
ing the training gap is to introduce 
CEFE methodology for achieving ef-
fective training impact on start-ups 
and SMEs. Starting in 2006, Small 
Enterprise Center (SEC) Palestine in-
troduced CEFE methodology to the 
Palestinian market, and managed 
until now to qualify more than 100 
local CEFE trainers in Palestine and 
in the region, through conducting 
several Training of Trainers programs 
in close cooperation with GIZ, UNDP, 
and of course CEFE International. This 
article presents the first comprehen-
sive CEFE impact among the local 
trainers through twelve years after 
the introduction of CEFE in Palestine.

Method

An on-line survey conducted by SEC 
team during the first week of Sep-
tember 2018, where a random sam-
ple included trainers participated 
in the Training of Trainers programs 
organized by SEC, in the past twelve 
years. The random sample size con-
sisted of 60 local and regional train-
ers, where majority of them live in 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 
Around 75 per cent of the surveyed 
trainers completed a questionnaire 
designed to assess the impact of CEFE 
on their performance. The analysis 
of the collected data was performed 
through excel charts program.

Demographic Characteristics 

The survey shows that around 80% 
of the surveyed trainers are be-
tween 26-32 years old. Half of the 
trainers were female. More than 
85 percent lives in Palestine, and 
the rest live in Amman, Cairo, UAE, 
and Turkey. Regarding the current 

position of the trainers, the anal-
ysis showed that 14% of the sur-
veyed trainers are top managers in 
their organizations, 27.9% opera-
tional managers, 27.9% freelanc-
ers, and 30.2% middle managers.

>>

Ahmed Abubaker
CEFista from Palestine

CEFE Impact 
in Palestine

“More than 62 per 
cent of the trainers 
claimed that their 

income did increase 
after CEFE.”
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Green and Inclusive Business 
Toolbox

The Green and Inclusive Business 
Toolbox aims to provide practition-
ers involved in private sector devel-
opment with a set of tried-and-test-
ed tools that can be used to integrate 
a Green and Inclusive Business per-
spective into existing or future de-
velopment cooperation programs. 
It contains 22 examples from GIZ 
projects around the world, support-
ing the development and growth 
of Green and Inclusive Business 
Models. 
http://www.greengrowthknowledge.
org/sites/default/files/Green%20
and%20Inclusive%20Business%20
Toolbox.pdf

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Guide

Acknowledging the fact that en-
trepreneurs need a conducive en-
vironment to grow, the GIZ has 
developed a guide on how to map 
the entrepreneurial ecosystem. The 
guide supports practitioners in col-
lecting, analyzing and visualizing 
the most relevant data for under-
standing the ecosystem, its strength 
and its weaknesses. It then offers op-
tions for carefully defining measures 
that can strengthen the ecosystem. 
https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/ande.
site -ym.com/resource/dynamic/
blogs/20180326_164606_18189.pdf

In recent years, the role of entre-
preneurs and MSMEs has steadi-
ly gained importance in German 

development cooperation. Micro, 
small and medium-sized enterprises 
(MSMEs) see themselves confronted 
with new challenges and opportuni-
ties in the global economy requiring 
them to adapt to these trends. Some 
of the main trends include: Digital-
ization, which enables opening up 
new markets, access to knowledge, 
as well as making new business 
models feasible (e-commerce, plat-
form economy, shared economy); 
The emergence of new actors in 
the field of entrepreneurship promo-
tion, for example large corporates 

engaging in Corporate-Start-up Col-
laboration; New sources of finance 
such as crowd-funding/investing, 
increased availability of venture cap-
ital, as well as socially and environ-
mentally conscious investments like 
impact investment; Impact Entre-
preneurship as many entrepreneurs 
develop business ideas addressing 
sustainability challenges (like green 
and inclusive business models); New 
forms and methods of trainings like 
online or blended learning have 
spread and new methods, such as 
design thinking, have been applied 
for entrepreneurship promotion; An 
ecosystem approach to entrepre-
neurship: building up an ecosystem 
that supports entrepreneurs in  all 

business phases – from ideation to 
scaling up of business and also fo-
cusing on developing access to fi-
nancial services, while considering 
the context in which support meas-
ures are implemented is essential 
for supporting MSMEs successfully.

Thus, in order to support Entrepre-
neurs adjusting to the new develop-
ments, the Sector Project Economic 
Policy Development and Private 
Sector Development / GIZ reviewed 
its support approaches offered and 
developed new concepts and ide-
as. Two of them are the Green and 
Inclusive Business Toolbox and En-
trepreneurial Ecosystem Guide: 

>>

Janna Post
Junior Policy Adviser 

at GIZ

Global trends in 
Entrepreneurship 
Promotion

The Sector Project Economic Poli-
cy Development and Private Sector 
Development / GIZ on behalf of the 
Federal Ministry of Economic Co-
operation and Development (BMZ) 
is currently focusing its research 
on the topics Entrepreneurship in 
fragile contexts and supporting the 
matching of Entrepreneurs with 

financing options. Further ex-
change with CEFE and its partners re-
garding new global trends and pos-
sible solutions in Entrepreneurship 
Promotion is greatly appreciated.

<< 
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Janna Post from GIZ shared 
remarkable insights about 
global trends in Entrepreneur-

ship Promotion with participants 
of the global CEFE conference in 
July. What is CEFE International's 
projection for the near future?

• CEFE International expects pro-
jects continue to increase in com-
plexity. CEFE is a tool box, from 
which components of programs 
can perfectly select and use needed 
modules. For this purpose, undertak-
en efforts and produced results are 
needed to be shown clearly. Compe-
tence development by our ToTs, real-
ized with follow-up sessions, will not 
be established any further and come 
to an end. The CEFE program is about 
building successful ecosystems to 
ensure a sustainable development 
of entrepreneurship. Ou r programs 
require close multi-vendor collabo-
ration, which often times takes the 
form of creating consortia. For the 
CEFE providers this means that they 
have to ensure and provide an ade-
quate legal form and size and must be 
well ingrained in the  local network.

• The CEFE programs’ impacts in-
clude the proper developmental of 
goals as well as their reliable meas-

urement, which continues to be-
come more focal. Collecting and 
evaluating our own data on the 
impacts of CEFE, will increase the 
chances of getting commissioned.

• Important fields of work 
in the next few years will be:
 » combating youth unemployment
 » flight, migration and the integra-

tion of returnees
 » growth development of innova-

tive start-ups
 » technology cooperation and inno-

vation management
 » peacekeeping and cultivation of 

our fields of work in conflict areas

• In terms of methodology CEFE 
applies the principles of modern 
adult education, which are cur-
rently predominantly used in the 
private sector. Over the years CEFE 
has obtained a long and broad track 
record and gained vast experience, 
which will continue to be advanced 
and consistent in the implemen-
tation of experiential learning.

• However, we urgently need to 
strengthen the digitalization 
process and the development of 
necessary tools for distant and 
blended learning, that are actually 

centered around the participants 
and enable action-oriented learning.

• CEFE’s market oriented network-
ing efforts need to be conducted 
more efficiently. The market of-
fers many services of use for CEFE. 
However, the regional and inter-
national exchange of competi-
tive offers is carried out too slowly.

• In many countries CEFE’s first 
members hold the senior posi-
tions. The generational change in 
management functions is currently 
pending, but not actively promoted. 
Although, many trainers and consult-
ants are trained in the CEFE method-
ology they seldom rise to Senior Ex-
perts. Young CEFEistas, that are not 
only good trainers and consultants 
but also good entrepreneurs, are be-
ing needed more urgently than ever 
before. The variety in CEFEs appli-
cation is admirable and an essential 
asset. Nevertheless, two important 
questions need to be asked: (A) Does 
the identity of CEFE needs to be re-
defined? (B) How can we intensify 
the application of corporate design 
and the  exchange of new modules?

A lot of work lies ahead - how
wonderful.

CEFE 
Trends Eberhard Bärenz

CEFista from Germany

Manager Training Pro-
gramme – new business man-
ager groups from Belarus and 
India, new challenges ahead

Training on moderation, ne-
gotiation and presentation 
in the international context 
– support to outgoing experts 
and staff members of differ-
ent development agencies 

CEFE regional conferences – 
several planned: Asia network in 
Myanmar, French speaking com-
munity in North Africa, South-
east Europe in Albania. Let’s do it!

Logistics for delegations – ar-
ranging from A to Z backlog of del-
egations from all over the world

IDEA – promoting Alba-
nian eco-system through 
training, coaching, men-
toring and coffee clubs

B2B - we will make the match-
es and the participants make 
real business in renewable ener-
gies, cooperation Europe-Africa

Green markets and sustain-
able consume in the Am-
azonas region - CI's green 
economy module and oth-
ers go into the Amazonas

VET Partnership Programme 
- the cross-sectional analysis 
will be prepared and yet anoth-
er project is waiting - Namibia

ToT and ToM - we plan to 
carry out a ToT and a Train-
ing of CEFE Managers (ToM) 
in Germany. Take this as an 
early bird announcement

Continue moderating up-
ward feedback to GIZ man-
agers and participating in 
the Fachforum Labour 
Markets and Employment

….. to be continued…..

PROJECTS
2019{
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Rainer Forever

Dear Rainer,

You left us far too soon. I miss you very much and would have liked to listen to more 
of your thousands of gentle questions that led me so wonderfully on my CEFE path. Too 
late I realized how immense your goal was to continue CEFE after GIZ, and how little I 
understood about you needing help with it - My world was too small and short-sighted.

With your farewell, you have handed us one last exercise, the most challenging of all: 
'CEFE alive'. Task: Organize yourselves so that CEFE can be maintained 
and further developed worldwide. Rules: the method has to be experien-
tial learning, the goal is entrepreneurship development. It’s so radical-
ly participative: we, the CEFistas are the participants and determine the rest.

Ten  years have passed since you left us, so let's call it 'the first round or CEFE Alive'. 
Right now I would like to have you by our side to facilitate our processing and 
generalization. But you can be soothed and satisfied: CEFE still exists, unifying 
more CEFEistas and ToTs than ever, a continuously growing network and so many 
new modules and programs available. And the next round has started already.

I thank you so much for having such a strong and positive influence on me, 
for changing my life and for your spirit that is still all around.

Peter
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